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The underlying strategies used by influenza A viruses (IAVs) to adapt to new hosts 2 4
while crossing the species barrier are complex and yet to be understood completely. The models consisted of simple IF-THEN rules that lend themselves to easy IAVs. Monte Carlo Feature Selection (MCFS) [24] was used to obtain a ranked list of 1 1 1 significant features, here significantly informative aa positions in all the proteins for 1 1 2 both subtypes, that best discern between the hosts. This step helped us remove any 1 1 3 kind of noise that could have been in the data. More importantly, the use of MCFS considerably reduced the number of aa positions to be analyzed further, as shown in the data, we were left with 115 and 88 positions for H1N1 and H3N2 subtypes, Page 6 of 42 respectively (81.7% and 86% reduction in the number aa positions). On average there 1 1 8 was a 79.8% reduction in the number of aa positions across all the proteins for H1N1 1 1 9 subtype and 82.8% for the H3N2 subtype (Table 1) . Only the significant features were 1 2 0 used for further analysis in this study. The ranked lists of the significant features are 1 2 1 provided as a supplementary file (see Additional file 1). To further verify the validity of the rule-based models created, we tested them on protein 2 (NS2)), PB1-F2, polymerase basic protein 1 (PB1) and polymerase basic 1 5 3 protein 2 (PB2) provided perfect classification (i.e. all the sequences were correctly 1 5 4 classified). For the H3N2 subtype data, the models of HA, M1, NP, NS1, NEP (NS2), 1 5 5 polymerase acidic protein (PA), PB1 and PB2 also gave a perfect classification. Table   1 5 6
3 shows the performance of all rule-based models on the unseen data. A list of names 1 5 7
of the viruses that could not be classified or were miss-classified for both subtypes is 1 5 8
given in Additional file 3. The rule-based models allowed us to further interpret them and see how they As expected we found aa combinations in HA, M1, matrix protein 2 (M2), NP, NS1, 1 7 1 NEP (NS2), PA, PA-X, PB1 and PB2 proteins to be associated with specific hosts in 1 7 2 the H1N1 subtype. In the H3N2 subtype, we found combinations in M1, M2, NEP, to illustrate the cases of three or more combinations in the models of both subtypes 1 7 7 associated with the avian hosts (see Figure 3 and Figure 4 ). most connected ones interacting with six other aa residues each. Amino acid residues 1 8 0
having interactions with more than one other residue, in both the subtypes are listed in 1 8 1 Table 4 . These strongly interacting residues might be relatively more essential to HAd 1 8 2 than the less connected ones. Some of the rules from our models associated different residues at the same aa 1 9 5 positions with avian and human hosts. This can be seen as a mutation (aa change) 1 9 6 associated to the adaptation of the viral proteins to a specific host. Eight mutations 1 9 7
were found for the H1N1 subtype and 10 for the H3N2 one. In the H1N1 subtype, previous studies. Table 6 shows all such mutations in both subtypes. The support and the decision coverage of the rules showed whether the aa signatures 2 0 4
identified were specific to sub-clades or were more general i.e. spread out across the 2 0 5 sub-clades. The higher decision coverage indicated more generality of the rule. For to show the diversity in our training data set, a phylogenetic analysis was carried out 2 1 0 (additional file 5). Top five rules specifying each host were mapped onto the created 2 1 1 phylogenetic trees, separately for each host, for all the proteins of both subtypes. As an example, consider the avian PB2 H3N2 tree ( Figure 5 ). 91.4% of the coloring of the leaves in the tree. Only, 1.4% of the sequences are not covered by In this study we have focused on H1N1 and H3N2 and restricted our analyses to these 2 5 1 two subtypes. Our models performed reasonably well since all of them had an average 2 5 2 accuracy of more than 90% in the 10-fold cross validation except NEP (NS2), M1 and 2 5 3 M2 protein models of the H1N1 type (Accuracy: 83.4%, 87.7% and 87.6%, 2 5 4 respectively) and M1 protein model of the H3N2 type (Accuracy 88.8%) ( Figure 1 ).
5 5
The reason for the relatively low accuracies of the above exceptions could be either 2 5 6 the lack of training sequences from which the models learn or these sequences may 2 5 7 lack stronger genomic signatures specific to hosts. In previous studies [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , signatures of adaptation were mostly found on the 2 5 9
internal proteins, especially in viral ribonucleoprotein complexes consisting of viral 2 6 0 polymerases and NP. The fact that we were able to build high quality models for all 2 6 1 the proteins for both subtypes, indicated that all the proteins, including the highly 2 6 2 variable HA and NA proteins and the recently discovered PA-X protein, carry 2 6 3 genomic signatures specific to hosts. A major difference between our models and the which values a classification is obtained. Transparent classifiers allow explicit interpretation and further analysis. combinations are shown as conjunctive rules, i.e., rules with more than one condition 2 7 7
in the IF part. It appeared that some aa residues were part of more than one 2 7 8 combination in our models. This may suggest that these residues are relatively more 2 7 9
important in establishing HAd then the ones appearing in one combination only 2 8 0 (Table 4 ).
8 1
In the M2 H1N1 model, the combinations associated with avian hosts had a Glycine 340 was associated to avian hosts while Lysine (K) residue at the same position to 2 8 5 human hosts. It seems that the mutations G14E in M2 H1N1 and R340K in PB2 residues always appear in combination with other residues and therefore they cannot Page 13 of 42 confidence measures (accuracy, support and decision-coverage) were calculated for 2 9 0 the combination as a whole. We do not report such mutations in our list of mutations 2 9 1 affecting HAd although they indicate an effect. The functions of these combinations 2 9 2 at a molecular level are not understood yet, but they provide a novel and interesting 2 9 3 perspective of looking at sequence based HAd signatures. HA and NA of both subtypes were found to be only carrying subtype-specific 2 9 5
signatures. This goes well with the current knowledge that these two proteins are the 2 9 6 most diverse proteins that are specifically adapted to interact with the host cell. M1, 2 9 7
M2 and PB2 are shown to be the most conserved proteins from the point of view of 2 9 8
host specifying genomic signatures since they carried the host signatures valid for 2 9 9 both subtypes.
3 0 0
The signatures found in this study were also considered in other contexts in other contexts, that the aa residues from our models are described in, show that they affect residues identified in this study were already known while others are novel. The this study unique in its nature. We discovered that the surface proteins HA and NA laboratory conditions. We believe that the computational analyses provide important The combined feature selection -rule-based modeling methodology used in this is 3 3 3 similar to our previous work where we identified a complete map of potential The data used to make the models was downloaded from the NCBI flu database found label. Columns other than the first and the last one were the features. In the training data for both subtypes, the number of sequences from human hosts was 3 7 0
considerably higher than that from the avian hosts. It has previously been shown that process with the following example. The data set of the NA protein of the H1N1 subtype had 3093 human and 205 avian human set we created subsets by randomly extracting 100 times 205 human sequences 3 8 3
and joining them with the 205 avian sequences to create 100 subsets. Lysine residue THEN the sequence is from an avian host". There is additional information about the rules available. Support is the set of coverage for this rule is 97.7%, which means it correctly classifies 97.7% of the total 4 0 8
avian sequences used to train the classifier. It is calculated as follows:
gives us the total number of sequences that are correctly The confidence in these classifiers come from the 10-fold cross validation performed 4 2 0 in ROSETTA. In a 10-fold cross validation step the input data set is randomly divided The process is repeated 10 times and by then each subset has been used once as a test validation accuracy. Such a validation is quite common in machine learning since one 2 9 chance. In case of no rules fired or there was a tie in the votes, the sequences were labeled as 4 5 7
unknown. In this study the outcome human was considered as a positive outcome and outcome were actually human sequences that were incorrectly classified as avian sequences.
6 5
The performance of the models for all the proteins for both H1N1 and H3N2 was 4 6 6 assessed by the following statistics.
6 7
Sensitivity: it is also known as the true positive rate (TPR correctly identifies avian sequences is the specificity, which is calculated by: In this study the aa positions for all the H3N2 proteins except the PB1-F2 corresponds Python was used for scripting purposes. We have no competing interests. contributor to the paper. MK and SB have contributed the idea to analyze the virus 5 1 5
data following the earlier work of JK. They contributed to writing the paper. JK 5 1 6
provided the computational methods, supervised the work and together with ZK was 5 1 7
the main contributor to the paper. We would like to thank Husen Umer who provided valuable comments during various 5 2 0
stages of the work. properties. International journal of data mining and bioinformatics. 2013;7(2):166-79. 8794-7-S3-S1. Characterization of the 1918 influenza virus polymerase genes. Nature. signatures of human versus avian influenza A viruses. Emerging infectious diseases. 598P of PB1 from an avian-origin influenza A virus contribute to polymerase activity, perfect classification, 0 is for a prediction no better than random and -1 indicates a 7 5 6
Page 36 of 42 total disagreement between predictions and observations. The red bars are for the 7 5 7 H1N1 subtype and cyan bars are for the H3N2 subtype. Protein Novel singular positions HA 6, 9, 10, 14, 23, 47, 66, 69, 78, 88, 91, 94, 130, 173, 189, 200, 220, 222, 435, 516 M1 30, 116, 142, 207, 209 M2 13, 16, 31, 36, 43, 51, 54 NA 16, 18, 19, 23, 30, 40, 42, 44, 46, 47, 74, 79, 147, 150, 157, 166, 232, 285, 341, 344, 351, 369, 372, 389, 397, 435, 437, 466 NP 31, 53, 98, 146, 444, 450, 498 NS1 6, 7, 14, 23, 27, 28, 74, 123, 152, 192, 220, 226 NS2 6, 7, 14, 32, 34, 48, 83, 86 PA 85, 323, 336, 348, 362, 300 PAX 28, 85, 210, 233 PB1 12, 54, 59, 113, 175, 212, 339, 435, 576, 586, 587, 619, 709 PB1F2 3, 6, 12, 17, 21, 25, 26, 27, 28, 33, 47, 52, 54, 57, 58, 60, 62, 65, 82 PB2 54, 65 11, 14, 18, 20, 28, 55, 57, 78, 82, 89, 93 AET74605 AGL59865  ACF25553  AGL59889  ABB87387  AHN02349  AHL82476  AHL82512  AHL82500  ACS92936  AGR54674  AGR54673  AHN02385  ACX55520  AHN02049  AHL82933  AET78151  ACN86434  AGK42681  AET76700  ADG85834  ADG85843  AHN00859  AHN03158  AHN00272  ACF25564  ABI48016  AHN04689  AHN04833  AHN04761  AGC72928  AGC72939  ACF25004  ACF25011  AHL82536  AGL58111  AGB84850  AIS23601  AFO83466  AHN02061  AHZ44236  AEI30016  AFN66839  AEM75533  BAQ35877  AHN01786  ACX55509  ABO52587  ABO76956  ABO52598  ABS89408  ABR37494  ABO52576  AEK65762  AET76678  ACZ45452  BAJ76645  AEK65817  AEM75910  AHN03266  ABB19736  ADP07228  AHL81954  AHN04437  AHN03055  AHN01175  AHL24584  AHL24594  AIJ11009  BAQ35767  BAM42771  BAQ35800  AIS23590  AEM00337  AGE02750  ABB88266  AHL24574  AIJ10973  ABB20254  AIJ10985  AIJ10997  BAO56919  AEI30007  AEI30026  AHM99540  AHN03656  AHN04214  ACJ14466  ACU15050  AEI30028  AHN03007  ABB87428  AGL59017  AEP17304  AEP95316  AEP17293  ABQ41885  ABC59716  ACD88658  ACF25539  AHL81660  AHL81710  ABO51839  AGK42533  AGC73395  ADU20338  ABL75573  AET75677  AET75471  ACX55487  AEK65784  ACX55432  ACX55443  AHN04000  AGE00678  AHN04334  AHN04250  AGE01043  AET76864  AGD99815  AHL81856  ABI84783  AHN00668  AHZ43611  AGE08042  AHZ44128  AHM99636  AHL82574  AET75517  AFY06403  AEM75712  AHN00225  AET76886  AET76656  ACZ45326  AEK65892 AEM75227 AEM75921 ACV41547
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